
Hidden City: Object Seekers

Hidden City is a popular mobile game developed by G5 Entertainment. In this hidden object game,

players are tasked with solving mysteries in a mysterious and supernatural city. The game takes

players on a thrilling adventure through different locations, where they must find hidden objects,

solve puzzles, and unravel the secrets of the city.

One of the standout features of Hidden City is its stunning graphics. The game is beautifully

designed, with intricate and detailed scenes that draw players into the world of the mysterious city.

The graphics are vibrant and colorful, creating an immersive experience for players as they explore

different locations and uncover hidden objects.

In addition to its impressive visuals, Hidden City also offers a captivating story and engaging

gameplay. Players are given tasks to complete and mysteries to solve, which keeps them coming

back for more. The game is challenging yet rewarding, as players must use their skills of

observation and logic to progress through the levels.

Another highlight of Hidden City is its variety of puzzles and mini-games. From finding hidden

objects to decoding cryptic messages, the game offers a diverse range of challenges that keep

players on their toes. The puzzles are well-crafted and require players to think outside the box,

adding an extra layer of complexity to the gameplay.

One of the drawbacks of Hidden City is its reliance on in-app purchases. While the game is free to

download and play, there are many opportunities to spend real money on virtual currency and

power-ups. This can make the game feel pay-to-win at times, as players who are willing to spend

money can progress more quickly through the levels. Another criticism of Hidden City is its

repetitive gameplay. While the game offers a wide variety of puzzles and challenges, some players

may find that the gameplay becomes monotonous after a while. The tasks can start to feel

repetitive, leading to a lack of motivation to continue playing.

Overall, Hidden City is a visually stunning and engaging hidden object game that offers a

captivating story and challenging gameplay. Despite its reliance on in-app purchases and potential

for repetitive gameplay, the game is a fun and immersive experience for players who enjoy puzzle-

solving and mystery-solving games.

In conclusion, Hidden City is a game that offers a mix of positives and negatives. Players looking

for a visually stunning and challenging hidden object game will likely enjoy Hidden City, while those

who are wary of in-app purchases and repetitive gameplay may want to approach with caution.

Ultimately, Hidden City is a solid choice for fans of the genre who are looking for a new and

exciting adventure to embark on.


